SMEC secure three Asset Management contracts in Australia

July 19, 2018

Flinders Ports - Mobile Plant Asset Maintenance Work Instructions and Schedules
Following the successful delivery of four projects for Flinders Ports, SMEC’s Asset Management team is pleased to announce another project has been secured with this important client.
SMEC will evaluate the maintenance strategy of mobile assets at the client’s Townsville Bulk Storage and Handling facility to achieve industry compliance and best practice maintenance processes.
The scope of work includes a complete review of all relevant information ranging from original equipment manufacturer (OEM) documentation, Australian and International Standards through to applicable legislation and Marine acts to determine the regulations required. Detailed job plans will be developed based on the findings, and will consist of comprehensive work instructions and bills of material to ensure efficient and effective maintenance of the mobile assets, providing for optimised asset life cycles.

Physical plant audit and optimise integrity of plant master data
A Tasmanian Electro Metallurgical Company has awarded SMEC its inaugural contract. During the six-month contract, SMEC’s Asset Management will complete an audit of all physical plant at the client’s alloy plant, located in northern Tasmania. SMEC will improve the integrity of plant master data, and provide support to the Reliability Engineers to define work strategy scope and deploy work strategies to improve performance gaps.
The facility produces ferromanganese used for steel making that is exported to Asia and North America, as well as steel producers in Australia and New Zealand.

For more information, please contact:
Angus Macpherson, Director of Operations
E: angus.macpherson@sme.com T: +61 2 9925 5552 M: +61 421 619 244 www.sme.com
High Voltage Electrical Planning

One of the world’s premier suppliers of iron ore has engaged SMEC’s Asset Management team to support in the High Voltage (HV) Electrical Planning.

Over a six-month period, SMEC will undertake maintenance planning and scheduling of all HV electrical work associated with non-process infrastructure utilities lineyard, at the client’s mining operations located in Pilbara region in Western Australia.

Improving maintenance planning and scheduling will enable the client to conduct work activities with increased control, in a safe and planned way while optimising plant availability.
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For more information about SMEC’s Asset Management services visit www.smec.com/assetmanagement